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A quick guide to the most commonly cited media formats

Each time you use someone else’s words or ideas in your work, it is essential that you acknowledge them. This is done by briefly referring to (citing) the sources of information in the text of your work, with the corresponding references at the end.

This guide will help you become more familiar and confident with the UWE Bristol Harvard style to reference the most commonly used media formats. For further examples, including guidance on in-text citations and a range of tools to support you, go to www.uwe.ac.uk/referencing

You should check your module handbooks for guidance on which referencing style is required for your course.

Books

Print:
Author surname, initials. (Year of publication) Title. Edition (if not first). Place of publication: Publisher. For multi-volume work, add (X vols.) after title


Electronic:
Author surname, initials. (Year of publication) Title [online]. Edition (if not first). Place of publication: Publisher. [Accessed DD Month YYYY].


Films or one-off TV programmes

Title of Film/Programme (Year of release) [format]. Directed by Director’s Name. Country of distribution: Distribution company.

This is England (2006) [DVD]. Directed by Shane Meadows. UK: Optimum Home Releasing.
Images and illustrations

An image referenced from a book (including exhibition catalogues):
If the image is taken from another work (e.g. reproduced in an exhibition catalogue or book) it should be cited as part of that book.

Artist surname, initials. (Date of creation) Title of work [medium]. In: Publication author surname, initials. Title of Publication. Place of publication: Publisher, page number.


An image accessed electronically:
Artist surname, initials. (Date of creation) Title of the Work [medium]. At: place where the work is housed: institution or collection that houses the work [online]. Available from: URL [Accessed DD Month YYYY].


Journals

Print:
Author surname, initials. (Year of publication) Title of the article. Journal Title. Volume no. (Part), page numbers.


If the journal is a supplement, include the word `Supplement’. Fletcher, J. (2010) Making use of clinical evidence to provide quality patient care. British Journal of Nursing. 16 (Supplement) pp. 3-17.

Electronic:
Author surname, initials. (Year) Title of the article. Journal Title [online]. Volume no. (Part), page numbers if available. [Accessed DD Month YYYY].

Official publications: Command and departmental papers

Print:
Name of Committee, Department or Royal Commission (Year of publication) *Title*. Place of publication: Publisher. (Paper number).


Electronic:
Name of Committee, Department or Royal Commission (Year of publication) *Title* [online]. Place of publication: Publisher. (Paper number). Available from: URL [Accessed DD Month YYYY].


Television programmes viewed on the Internet

An episode:
*Title of series* (Year of first broadcast), Series number, Episode number, Title of episode [online]. Channel of first broadcast, DD Month of first broadcast. Available from: URL [Accessed DD Month YYYY].


Website

Author surname, initials or Organisation (Year of publication or last update) *Title of Website*. Available from: URL [Accessed DD Month YYYY].


For further examples, including guidance on in-text citations and a range of tools to support you, go to www.uwe.ac.uk/referencing